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Maxwell–Garnett effective medium approximation (MG-EMA)model is chosen to study Pd ultrathin film grown
on Si substrate, as well as its growth on self-assembledmonolayers (SAMs) modified substrate respectively. The
general oscillator (GO) model with one Drude and two Lorentz oscillators is firstly applied to fix the optical
constants of Pd. Compared with Pd bulk model, MG-EMA model with GO is more reliable to predict the film
thickness verified by X-ray reflection test. The stable growth rate on Si substrate reveals our methods are feasible
and the quartz crystal microbalance measurement confirms the stability of the ALD chamber. For Pd coverage,
MG-EMA fitting result is similar to the statistical computation from scanning electron microscope when Pd
ALD cycles are over 400, while large bias exists for cycles under 400, might be due to that air is not the proper
filling medium between nanoparticles. Then we change the filling medium into SAMs as a comparison, better
fitting performance is obtained. It is demonstrated that the filling medium between nanoparticles is important
for the application of MG-EMA model.

© 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

In recent decades, ultrathin noble metal films have attracted lots of
attentions in fuel cell catalysts, hydrogen storage, emission control,
etc. [1–5] In order to achieve a better performance, the focus is on the
control of its film thickness and coverage of nanoparticles (NPs). [6,7]
Various synthesis methods have been developed such as wet synthesis,
chemical vapor deposition and physical vapor deposition. Among these
synthesis methods, atomic layer deposition (ALD) is a powerful one to
fabricate ultrathin films with great precision [8], achieved through the
constant amount of precursors deposited cycle by cycle. Due to its
self-limiting and low limit of deposition temperature properties [9,10],
a large variety of thin film structures with high conformity and unifor-
mity can be fabricated [11–13]. However, at different growth stages,
the film structures and properties are quite unique and independent.
Ultrathin film does not form continuous surface coverage but island-
like structures. [14,15] The measurement of these noble metal films is
important to both understand the initial growth behavior and guide
the film fabrication process.
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Spectroscopic ellipsometry is a fast and non-destructive thin film
characterization technique with atomic sensitivity [16] in comparison
with transmission electron microscope and scanning electron micro-
scope (SEM). It is effective in probing various film properties including
film thickness, crystallinity, average nanocrystal size, chemical compo-
sition, surface roughness, optical and dielectric constants, and optical
band gap. [17] Spectroscopic ellipsometry could be used under ex-situ
mode for the measurement [18] or combined with proper ALD cham-
bers for real time monitoring [19], followed by model selection and
data analysis. In earlier study, bulk metal model is a simple original
model and has been applied by G.W. Graham [20] to test a very thick
Pd film near 1 μm during catalytic reaction with Pd bulk optical con-
stant. Mostly the optical constants of the bulk noble metals can be
found in literature [21] and Palik's books [22], however they differ
greatly from those of thin film in island growth mode and bulk metal
model could not correlate with such structures. Similar structures,
such as Au and Ag [23–25], have been simulated withMaxwell–Garnett
effective medium approximation (MG-EMA)model to study the optical
properties, showing the model matching well with the noble metals
properties. MG-EMA describes the material as a kind of compound
structure which consists of several different composites and works
well for non-ideal film, such as rough surface, interface region and
porous structure, considering the medium composed of a host medium
with spherical or in amore general case ellipsoidal [26]. Up to date, only
few reports [27–29] have been made on the measurement of Pd thin
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film, while Pd is advantageous over other noble metals in consideration
of the cost. So we choose MG-EMA model with general oscillator (GO)
to study the size and volume fraction of Pd thin film.

In this study, MG-EMAmodel has been chosen to study Pd thin film
grown on Si substrate, as well as its growth on a self-assembled mono-
layers (SAMs) modified substrate respectively. We first use GO model
with one Drude and two Lorentz oscillators to fix the optical constants
of Pd. Quartz crystalmicrobalance (QCM)measurement is taken to con-
firm the feasibility and the growth condition of ourmethods. Compared
with Pd bulkmodel, MG-EMAmodelwith GO ismore reliable to predict
the film thickness verified by X-ray reflection (XRR) test. For Pd cover-
age on Si substrate, MG-EMA gives better fitting performance when
Pd ALD cycles is over 400, while large bias exists at lower Pd ALD cycles.
SAMs have been reported to be effective in adjusting the growth of
noble metal thin films [30–33]. Then we choose Pd thin films on SAMs
modified substrate as the following research target under the assump-
tion that the filling medium is important for MG-EMA model.

2. Experimental details

2.1. Thin films preparation

Pd films were grown in a bottom heated reactor system at 200 °C.
The precursors were Pd(II) hexafluoroacetylacetonate (Pd(hfac)2,
Sigma–Aldrich, 97%) and formalin (37% formaldehyde in water with
15% methanol as stabilizer). The reaction pressure maintained at
130 Pa with nitrogen (99.999%) gas continuously passing through the
chamber at 100 sccm. The Pd(hfac)2was sealed in a stainless steel bottle
heated to 50 °C. Formalin was kept at room temperature. All the lines
were kept at 100 °C to avoid condensation.

Pd ALD experiment was performed by alternatively pulse Pd(hfac)2
and formalin. The ALD time sequences could be expressed as t1–t2–t3–t4
where t1was the pulse time of Pd(hfac)2, t3was the pulse time of forma-
lin, t2 and t4 represented theN2 purge time. In our experiments, the time
sequence was 2–8–2–8 s. As for the Pd thin films grown on SAMs mod-
ified samples, the SAMs were fabricated by octadecyltrichlorosilane
(C18H37SiCl3, ODTS) in a dry, nitrogen atmosphere glovebox, which
inhibited the growth of Pd. The growth time of SAMs ranged from
5 min to 24 h and then followed by the Pd ALD experiment, of which
the experimental conditions were as mentioned before.

2.2. Measurements

The cross-section and top-section of the Pd film on silicon substrate
was examined with a field emission scanning electron microscope
(FE-SEM, JSM-7600). Commercial ImageJ 1.46 was utilized to analyze
the particle diameter and Pd coverage.

The XRR characterization was performed on a PANalytical B.V. Em-
pyrean X-ray diffractometer with Cu Kα radiation with λ = 1.5406 Å
Fig. 1. (a) Spectra of the real (ε1) and imaginary (ε2) part of dielectric function of the Pd film spe
Lorentz oscillators. (b) Comparison of refractive index (n) and extinction coefficient (k) betwe
at an incident angle ranging from 0.201° to 1.5°, and the step size was
0.003°.

QCMmeasurements were made with an INFICON Q-pod monitor in
the ALD reaction chamber. The quartz crystal was first deposited with
3 nm Al2O3, then the Pd ALD deposition was performed by alternative
pulse of Pd(hfac)2 and formalin with a time sequence of 2–8–2–8 s at
200 °C.

Configuration and measurements of both in-situ and ex-situ mode
were performed with J.A. Woollam M2000 Spectroscopic Ellipsometer
in reflection mode. Ex-situ test were performed on freshly prepared
samples. For in-situ test, ellipsometry measurements were made before
and after every several ALD cycles in sequence. All measurements were
made at an incident angle of 68° and the spectral range was 0.75–5 eV.
During the experiment, the samples should be carefully held to be flat
and steady. The mean square error (MSE) was an unbiased indicator
of the goodness of fitting result, with lower values indicating better
fits [34].
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Where N was the number of spectral points, M was the number of
fitting parameters. (ψexp, Δexp) and (ψmod, Δmod) were the measured
and calculated ellipsometric angles, respectively, while σψ and σΔ

were the estimated standard deviations of the measured ellipsometric
angles. Generally the fitting result was acceptable when the value of
MSE was less than 10.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Parameterization with GO model

TheGOmodelwas a combination of several general oscillators in dif-
ferent types, such as Drude and Lorentz oscillators. For more details, we
chose a Pd film specimen as a reference, of which the SEM figure was
shown in Fig. 1(a) with thickness about 42 nm. Dielectric function of
Pd thin film was parameterized with the combination of one Drude
oscillator and two Lorentz oscillators as addressed in Fig. 1(a), where
two Lorentz oscillators stayed at the head and tail of the ε2 curve respec-
tively. Where the Drude oscillator was applied for the intraband transi-
tions caused by free electrons, Lorentz oscillator was for the interband
transitions caused by bound electrons which could be commonly
found in noble metals [35]. Then the dielectric function of Pd thin film
can be described as follows [36]:
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cimen (insertedwas the SEM image) fitted throughGO Pdmodel with one Drude and two
en GO Pd model with a Pd film specimen and bulk Pd model from literature [22].



Table 1
The fitting data with different models and optical constants.

Model/optical constant d(Å) (1-fa)(%) n@1.96 eV k@1.96 eV MSE

Pd/Pd bulk 290.38 – 1.76883 4.28986 12.871
MG-EMA/Pd bulk 350.74 66.2 1.36324 3.15361 9.431
GO/Pd film specimen 407.77 – 1.76032 3.5724 3.108
MG-EMA/Pd film specimen 419.31 94.7 1.69744 3.4171 2.832

d is the thickness of Pd layer; (1-fa) is the Pd coverage; n is the refractive index; k is the
extinction coefficient.

Fig. 3. QCM measurement of Pd ALD grown on Al2O3.
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Where thefirst two terms representedDrude oscillator and the third
termwas a sum of two Lorentz oscillators, ε∞was the dielectric function
at high frequencies, E was the photon energy expressed in electron-
volts, Ep was the plasmon energy, ΓD was the damping coefficient; Aj,
γj and E0j were amplitudes, damping coefficient, oscillations energy of
the two Lorentz oscillators respectively.

For additional analysis, the positions for the Lorentz oscillators
we applied here did not match well with those reported in references
[36,37]. However it needed to be clarified here that the Lorentz oscilla-
tors were used as poles in the fitting process and were intended to
ensure the Kramers–Kronig relation rather than to simulate the real
interband transition.

Then the bulkmodel with Pd bulk optical constant (Pd/Pd bulk) was
used to evaluate the Pd film specimen. As shown in the first column of
Table 1, the fitting result had a deviation of about 31% from the mea-
surement of SEM. Then we changed the model into GO Pd model with
the optical constant obtained from the Pd film specimen (GO/Pd film
specimen) for the following fitting process. The thickness obtained
from the GO model correlated well with that of SEM measurement;
meanwhile theMSEwas smaller compared to the bulkmodel. It verified
the difference of optical properties between bulk Pd and Pd thin film.

Generally the optical constants of the thin film were different from
those of optically thick films and that of bulk. [38] Fig. 1(b) exhibited
the curves of optical constants, showing the extinction coefficient (k)
of our GO Pd model with a Pd film specimen was smaller than that of
bulk Pd model from P.B. Johnson and R.W. Christy collected in Palik's
book [22]. This might be due to diminished conductivity of the island
film if not interrupted completely by the partition of the metal film
layer into disconnected islands. [39] In contrast, the refractive index
(n) was nearly the same with that of bulk Pd.

Through the GO Pd model, the growth of Pd thin film could be ana-
lyzed in both in-situ and ex-situmodes. As shown in Fig. 2(a), the subtle
changes were measured through in-situ mode shown in the inserted
top-right corner. To make more accurate fitting, multi-sample analysis
has been employed with unique model. In this analysis, the dielectric
function was determined from several ellipsometric spectra obtained
for samples with different film thicknesses [16]. The fitting results veri-
fied the stability of our chamber and provided extra information of void
content change. The growth rate per cycle (GPC) for in-situ mode was
relatively stable and small and it stayed at around 0.031 Å/cycle, with
Fig. 2. (a) Thickness and void content change for ex-situ and in-situ (inserted top-right) grownP
refractive index (n) and extinction coefficient (k) with MG-EMA model.
the rate of thickness gain per cycle increased at around 100 cycles. The
in-situ results revealed that our methods were feasible and could be
applied to testify our future experiments. So the ex-situ experiments
were performed afterwards, resulting in a GPC of 0.07 Å/cycle derived
from the black line from Fig. 2(a).

The stability of our Pd ALD process was further tested with QCM
measurement of Pd grown on Al2O3 substrate shown in Fig. 3. At nucle-
ation stage, the growth rate slowly increased and reached a steady state
after 30 cycles with a stable GPC of 0.24 Å/cycle, which was similar to
the reported value. [40].

3.2. MG-EMA model fitting analysis

To get more details from the SE data including Pd coverage and
to approach the real state of thin film, our GO model was converted
into MG-EMAmodel. The Pd thin film growth on Si substrate was sche-
matically shown in Fig. 4(a) and the MG-EMA layer included two kinds
of composites, void and GO/Pd. Assuming the inclusion particles in
spherical shape, MG-EMAmodel for two components can be expressed
as: [41]

εMG−εb
εMG þ 2εb

¼ f a
εa−εb
εa þ 2εb

ð3Þ

Where εMG was the effective dielectric function of the mixture, εb
was the dielectric function of the host material (in our case Pd), εa
was the dielectric function of the guest material (in our case void or
SAMs), fa was the volume fraction of the guest material, and (1- fa)
was the Pd coverage.
d thinfilm samples on Si substratewithMG-EMA andGOmodel respectively. (b) Change of



Fig. 4. The schematic of Pd thin film growth morphology and layer model structure used
for fitting on (a) Si substrate (b) SAMs modified substrate.
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We could see in the second and fourth column of Table 1, the MSE
was declining as the model changed, revealing a better fitting perfor-
mance for MG-EMA model, while the large Pd coverage showed that
the film had been almost continuous. The ex-situ sample fitting results
were shown in Fig. 2(a), the GPC fitted with MG-EMA model was 0.10
Å/cycle, close to that with GO model. For the void content in MG-EMA
model, it decreased from 55.9% at 200 cycles to 47.7% at 600 cycles.
The change of n and k was in accordance with the trend of thickness
as shown in Fig. 2(b); values of n and k became larger as the cycles
increased, and gradually got closer to those of 42 nm Pd specimen.

XRR test was performed as a reference to evaluate our model fitting
results. As shown in Fig. 5, obvious interference fringes could be
observed in the XRR curves. The intensity of the X-ray reflectivity
dropped abruptly at a critical angle αc. When incident angle was
below αc, the X-ray gave a total reflection on the film while otherwise
the interference happened. Based on the distance between each peaks,
the film thickness could be obtained from the equation below:

t ¼ λ=2ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
α2
mþ1−α2

c

q
−

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
α2
m−α2

c

p ð4Þ

Where t was the film thickness, λ was the wavelength of X-ray, αc

was the critical angle as shown by the arrows in Fig. 5. And αm+1, αm

were the (m + 1)th and mth fringes respectively.
From the comparison of the thickness in Fig. 5, the fitting results

matched well with the XRR data. A small deviation existed, which
Fig. 5. The XRR curves for Pd thin films on Si substrate and the comparison of the film
thickness between XRR measurement and MG-EMA model fitting results.
could be attributed to interfacial roughness, only taken into account in
X-ray modeling. [42].

From Fig. 6, we could see that with the cycles increasing, at early
film-formed stage, the Pd NPs existed and immigrated thus the surface
void decreased and the NP size almost linearly increased with a growth
rate of 0.35Å/cycle. To further study the growth of PdNPs,we compared
the SEM data with MG-EMA data, as shown in Fig. 7(a). The trend of
the Pd coverage indicated by MG-EMA was similar with that of SEM,
but the value was about 5.4–25.9% larger than that of SEM. We could
see that from 200 to 400 cycles, the bias was quite large; afterward for
400 cycles above, MG-EMA was capable of fitting well. However for
200 to 400 cycles, the existence of large void proportion made MG-
EMA not an appropriate approach, which was stated that the MG-EMA
should be restricted to small filling factors [43] and the volume filling
fraction of the inclusions should be smaller than the value for which
the percolation limit occurs (~0.4) [26]. The Pd NP average size could
be obtained as well, while the ratio to the thickness decreased as the
cycles gained and stayed at around 5 over 400 cycles. It implied that
maybe the shape of NPswas critical for the fitting. Some studies pointed
out larger particles dominated the optical response of metal NPs [44].
While at early cycles, size of these NPs was quite smaller resulting in a
larger fitting deviation. Thatmeans for early cycles, we needed to derive
a different model or modify our MG-EMA. The medium between NPs
was perhaps the main factor that influenced the fitting performance,
of which air was not the proper one. Some studies focused on the
noble metal NPs grown in polymers such as Ag NPs in fluoropolymer
[24], Ag NPs in polystyrene matrix [23], Au NPs in polystyrene [45].
It demonstrated that polymer filling could give a distinct influence
of the NPs optical properties. Based on this point, therefore we took
SAMs instead as the filling medium for the following test.
Fig. 6. SEM images of Pd thin film samples on Si substrate with different Pd ALD cycles
(a) 200 cycles (b) 300 cycles and (c) 400 cycles (d) 500 cycles (e) 600 cycles and (f) Pd
NP size statistically measured from SEM images as a function of Pd ALD cycles.



Fig. 7. Comparison of Pd coverage between MG-EMA model fitting results and SEM measurement for (a) Pd thin films on Si substrate with different Pd ALD cycles (b) Pd thin films on
different substrates (Si, 10 min ODTS, 24 h ODTS) with 300 Pd ALD cycles.
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To further verify ourMG-EMA on Pd thin films at lower void content,
the fitting data of Pd thin films on SAMs modified substrate were
studied. From SEM images in Fig. 8, we could find a more uniform and
well-dispersed structure. Spectroscopic ellipsometry test was taken on
initial SAMs modified Si substrate and a Cauchy model was applied to
fit the SAMs component, with varied values of A. Then we maintained
the optical constants of the SAMs component. After the Pd deposition,
then the MG-EMA model was used to characterize the Pd thin film on
SAMs modified substrate and the schematic was shown in Fig. 4(b).
The first layer was silicon substrate, followed by the MG-EMA layer
which consisted of SAMs (Cauchy model) and GO Pd. Then fitting the
data, we could derive the film thickness and the Pd coverage from the
MG-EMA model. Cauchy model could be expressed as follows [17]:

n ¼ Aþ B

λ2 þ
C

λ4 ð5Þ

Where A, B and C were constants fitted in the modeling.
We could find that the data of Pd thin films on SAMs substrate were

in accordancewith the SEMdata from Fig. 7(b), which showed thatMG-
EMAwas a good candidate infitting Pd grown in polymers. The compar-
ison of Pd thin films between the substrates of Si and SAMs (ODTS) in
different growth time was made at smaller 300 Pd ALD cycles. As the
ODTS growth time increased, the NPs could be more isolated and well
dispersed, and the fitting deviation could be quite smaller within 5%
which was much less than the fitting of Pd thin film on Si substrate.
ODTS had a strong blocking effect and at 10 min growth the blocking
effect could almost bemaximized,while at 24 h growth, the Pd coverage
decreased slightly which produced a smaller deviation from model
fitting. This was due to a more universal distribution of Pd on SAMs
modified substrate, which may be more suitable for the MG-EMA
theory. MG-EMA was exact for a geometry where the entire space was
filled with coated spheres, each with identical ratio of inner to outer
radius, such that one component was the core material (isolated inclu-
sions) and the other was the coating material (the host). [46].
Fig. 8. SEM images of Pd thin films on SAMs of (a) 10 min ODTS and (b) 24 h ODTS
modified substrate.
4. Conclusions

In summary, MG-EMAmodel was used to characterize Pd thin films
fabricated by ALD on Si substrate and SAMs modified substrate respec-
tively. Stable growth rate proved the feasibility of our methods and the
QCMmeasurement further confirmed the stability of our ALD chamber.
Comparedwith Pd bulkmodel, MG-EMA combinedwith GOmodel was
more reliable to evaluate the film thickness, verified by XRR test. For Si
substrate, the fitting result for Pd coverage could match well with SEM
only when Pd cycles were over 400. For lower Pd cycles, better fitting
results were obtained when we changed the filling medium between
NPs from air to SAMs. The type of filling medium was demonstrated
important for the application of MG-EMA model.
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